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Abstract

The dominant part of the diffuse gamma rays beyond 1 TeV from the

Galactic plane has been thought as due to the inverse Compton scattering of in-

terstellar photons with high-energy cosmic-ray electrons. In these energy regions,

diffuse gamma-ray observations give us unique information on the energy spec-

trum of high-energy electron in the interstellar space, since we cannot observe

those electrons directly. We made a calculation with |b|≤ 2◦ and |b|≤ 5◦for the

diffuse gamma rays in the case of 3 spatial distribution in the Galaxy of cosmic-

ray sources, and the results are compared with the most recent observed data

by air shower experiments. We draw a restriction for the injection spectrum of

high-energy electrons at the sources. It is also pointed out that patchy structure

of the gamma-ray distribution will appear at high-energy side, if we observe the

distribution with a higher angular resolution of a few arc degrees. This patchy

structure will become distinct beyond 10TeV of IC gamma rays, where number

of contributing sources of parent electrons decrease and their diffusion distance

become smaller.

1. Formulations

We calculate the electron spectrum by using a diffusion model. Ignoring

the effect of the radial diffusion, electron flux Je at a distance, z, perpendicular

to the Galactic plane after they accelerated t years ago, is given by,

Je(E, z, t) = Q(E)
(1 − bEt)γ−2

√
4πD1

exp(
−z2

√
4πD1

)

D1 = D0(E/GeV )δ(1 − bEt)1−δ/(1 − δ)bE,

where b is the coefficient of energy loss by synchrotron and inverse Compton

processes. Q is the production spectrum at the source, and assumed to be a
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Table 1. Injection spectral index of the electrons at the source and diffusion coeffi-
cient. 1/b=2.3× 105 yr.TeV,< B2 >1/2 is assumed to be 6.7 µG(Webber20)

Index γ 2.4 2.2 2.0

δ 0.3 0.5 0.5

D0(cm
2/s) 4×1028 1028 1028

power spectrum of E−γ . In Table 1, numerical parameters used in this work

are listed. If we take the thickness of the source distribution as z0 ∼ 100 pc,

the electron spectrum is written by a power law with a special index of −γ −
(1 + δ)/2 (Ginzburg et al.7) around 10 GeV∼100 TeV. The absolute value of the

electron flux was fixed to agree with the observed data at 10 GeV (Nishimura

et al.16). For radial distribution of electron sources in the Galactic plane, we

assume uniform , Gaussian distribution with σ=10 kpc (Bloemen et al.3) and

Kodaira’s SNR Distribution. The interstellar radiation field (ISRF) components

must be considered to the inverse Compton process as for the cosmic background

radiation (CMB). From the observations (IRAS, COSB/DIRBE and the radio

observations), the emission contributing to ISRF can be divided into stellar and

dust emission depending on their wavelength. The stellar emission contains UV,

optical and near-infrared in the wavelength range up to 8 µm, and are assumed to

be a mixture of four-components given by Mathis et al.13 and Bloemen3. The dust

emission in the wavelength range from 8 to 1000 µm has a peak at around 100

µm and 10 µm . This surface brightness can be decomposed into five-components

given by Cox et al.6. For total energy density of the ISRF, we adopt the results

estimated by Strong et al.19 for both stellar and dust components. In the high-

energy region above 100 TeV, absorption of the gamma rays by the collision with

the CMB is taken into account in the calculation (Gould and Schreder8). The

gamma-ray energy spectrum Jγ(ε, l, b)dε is given by

Jγ(ε, l, b)dε = dε
∫ ∫ ∫

φ(R, l)ψ(R, z)Λ(kT, ε)Je(E, z, t)
d2Nγ,ε

dtdE
dtdldE

R2 = Lcosb2 +R2
s − 2LRscosbcosl

, where d2Nγ,ε/dtdE is the gamma-ray production rate by the inverse

Compton process of Klein-Nishina cross section (Blumenthal and Gould4). φ(R, l)

is the radial distribution of electron, ψ(R, z) is the spatial energy density distri-

bution of the ISRF and Λ(kT, ε)is the absorption probability of gamma rays. Rs

is the distance from the Sun to the Galactic center, R is the distance measured
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from the Galactic center to a point in the plane, L is the line-of-sight distance.

We assume that Rs is 8.5 kpc and the radius of the Galaxy is 15 kpc.

2. Energy Spectrum

Figure 1 shows the diffuse gamma-ray energy spectrum due to the inverse

Compton scattering in the direction l = b = 0◦. Here we also plotted each

contribution due to the CMB, the radiation of stellar and dust emission. The

radial distribution of electron is the Gaussian distribution with σof 10kpc. The

figure shows that the contribution due to the stellar emission is dominant to the

gamma rays below 0.1 TeV, and the dust emission is not negligible compare to

that due to the CMB around 10 TeV. The gamma-ray spectrum of our result

is higher than that given by Porter and Protheroe (for the case of no cut-off

energy of the primary acceleration). The reason of this difference mainly due to

the energy dependence of diffusion coefficient of E δ. In our calculation, we take

δ = 0.3 and D0 = 4 × 1028[cm2/s] at 1 GeV, Porter and Protheroe takes δ = 0.6

and D0 = 2.5×1028[cm2/s] at 3 GeV. The electron flux in our calculation is about

a factor 2 higher compared to Porter’s at 50 TeV, which is mainly contributing

for gamma rays around 10 TeV. Above 200 TeV, the absorption process due

to photon-photon collisions with CMB becomes important. The energy spectra

from the Galactic plane, averaged over the latitude range |b|≤ 1◦, |b|≤ 5◦ and

|b|≤ 10◦for Gaussian radial distribution, are shown in Figure 2. We can precisely

determine the injection index with good angular resolutions of |b|≤ 1◦ or |b|≤ 2◦.
According to the work of Hunter et al., flux of gamma rays due to π0 for |b|≤ 10◦

are almost the same flux of the inverse Compton process at 0.1 TeV. Figure

3,4 show the gamma-ray energy spectrum of |b|≤ 2◦ and |b|≤ 5◦for Gaussian

distribution with the most recent results of the Tibet experiment (Amenomori

et al.2)) and other results by the Whipple (LeBohec,S et al.13), the HEGRA

(Ahronian,F.A. et al.1), and the CASA-MIA (Borione et al.5). The experimental

data show upper limit of the gamma-ray flux. We can exclude the hard spectral

index, smaller than 2.0 of the injection spectral index of electron at the source.

3. Patchy Structure of Gamma-ray Distribution

The diffuse gamma rays here calculated are the average feature of the

gamma-ray flux. However, very high-energy electrons are not distributed contin-

uously in the Galactic plane assuming their sources are SNR. The electrons of

50TeV contribute to gamma rays of energy around 10TeV by the inverse Comp-

ton scattering with CMB. The lifetime of the 50TeV electrons is about 4× 103yrs

by the energy loss of synchrotron and inverse Compton processes. Assuming that
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the supernova accelerates those electrons and the burst rate of super nova is 1/30

yrs in the Galaxy, we expect almost 100 active sources in the Galaxy contribut-

ing to 50 TeV electrons. The diffusion distance of those electrons is expected as

(2DT )1/2 ∼ 150 pc. Therefore, electrons of 50 TeV are localized near the sources,

and are clumped in almost 100 small spots distributed in the Galactic plane (Fig-

ure 5,6).The inverse Compton gamma rays are produced from these local spots.

The average angular separation of those spots seen from the solar systems are a

few degrees, but we would observe some bright nearby sources with larger sep-

aration. In fact, we already observed some bright high-energy gamma-ray point

sources such as SN1006 and Crab nebula. Thus, the granule structure of diffuse

gamma rays is to be observed for gamma rays beyond about 10TeV, if we observe

with a certain angular resolution. This patchy structure would become clear at

higher energy region. Thus, at high energy region , we can observe continuous

diffuse gamma rays due to π0 produced by protons added by the IC gamma rays

of point source like structure.

4. Discussions and Conclusions

In our calculation, we take the parameters of injection spectra of the elec-

trons and the diffusion coefficient to agree with the experimental data of the direct

electron observations. The gamma-ray spectrum of our result is similar to that

given by Porter and Protheroe (for the case of no cut off of the electron energy

in the acceleration) under the different value of δ.

1. The diffuse gamma rays above 1 TeV are mainly due to the inverse Compton

scattering with the CMB and the infrared radiation. The diffuse gamma rays

produced by the inverse Compton process with stellar emission is dominant up to

0.1 TeV. The dust component also shows important contribution up to 10 TeV

as the contribution of the CMB.

2. The spectral index of electrons at the source with smaller than 2.0 is excluded

by the comparison to the results of the experiments (Fig.3, Fig.4 ).

3. There are no evidence that the anisotropy of the cosmic rays in this energy

region is larger than 10−3 in 100 TeV region. It seems that the index δ is not so

large compare to 0.5 in the case of γ = 2.2, 2.0.

4. As the energy of parent electrons increase, electrons cannot diffuse far away

and are confined near the source. Since the lifetime of those electrons decrease

with energy, the number of contributing sources also decrease with energy. Those

sources are to be observed as the point source like distribution with minor diffusive

parts of gamma rays beyond 10 TeV.
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Fig.1 The diffuse gamma-ray energy
spectra with γ = 2.2, 2.4, in the direc-
tion l= b = 0◦. The solid line shows
total intensity due to the CMB , stel-
lar, and dust components. The broken
lines (1, 2) show the result by Porter et
al. with γ = 2.2, 2.4, δ = 0.6 (no cut-off
of the electron energy in the accelera-
tion).

Fig.2 The energy spectra, averaged
over the latitude range |b|≤ 1◦,|b|≤
5◦and |b|≤ 10◦with γ = 2.4 in the di-
rection l = 0◦. The solid line shows
l = b = 0◦. The energy spectrum con-
tains all gamma rays due to the CMB,
stellar, and dust components.

Fig.3 The diffuse gamma-ray energy
spectra for |b|≤ 2◦. The solid line
shows the spectra in the direction l =
0◦, the dotted line shows the spectra
in the direction l = 180◦. The broken
line shows the spectra in the direction
l = 90◦(γ= 2.4).

Fig.4 The diffuse gamma-ray energy
spectra for |b|≤ 5◦. The solid line
shows the spectra in the direction l =
0◦,the dot-line shows that in the direc-
tion l = 180◦. The broken-line shows
that in the direction l = 90◦(γ= 2.4).
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Fig.5 Energy of parent electrons, diffu-
sion distance of parent electron and num-
ber of SNR. Eγ is averaged energy of
inverse Compton process, δ=0.3, D0 is
4×1028cm2/s at 1 GeV, lifetime of elec-
trons by synchrotron is 2 × 108 yrs at 1
GeV, and burst rate of SNR is 1/30 yrs.

Fig.6 Inverse Compton energy spectra
form the point source after T years from
their production with γ=2.4. The total
energy Q0 greater than 1 GeV is 1048 erg.
The distance from the Solar system is 1.7
kpc.
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